Finding *The Economist* in the University Library

The official website of *The Economist* ([www.economist.com](http://www.economist.com)) gives access to a small selection of the articles published in this magazine. The University Library provides full access to this magazine, in digital and print form. This short guide discusses how.

**Digital**

Articles are available in plain text format through the database [Westlaw International](http://www.westlawinternational.com). Coverage: 2003-present, updated weekly.

Enter ‘The Economist’ in the search bar and click on the suggestion (illustration below) to browse or search within *The Economist*.

Westlaw presents by default the 10 most recent articles.
Search *The Economist* through the search bar or ‘advanced search’ (recommended) on e.g.:

**keyword(s)**

**exact phrases** (e.g. the title of an article you found for example on the website of *The Economist*)

or browse *The Economist* for a certain fixed or custom period.
You can consult and adjust your query in the search bar.

Press ‘enter’ or the magnifying glass to give a search command.

Please note that the articles are available in plain text only; consult the print edition for illustrations, graphs etc.

**In Print**

An almost complete series of print issues of *the Economist* is available in the Central Library (Erasmuslaan 1).

The latest issues can be consulted in the ‘Verdieping’ (in the basement of the library) in the stacks with Periodicals.

In our closed stacks we have a large collection of older bound volumes. Find them in RUQuest and request the issue of your choice by clicking the ‘place hold’ button.
Request the copies of your choice and select as pickup location ‘Central Libraries/Library of the Humanities’.

You will receive an e-mail when the item is available (closed stacks pickup/delivery times). Periodicals are for reference only.

Please consult the NSM Library team for further questions and support: infofm@ubn.ru.nl.